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Modern metals technology

The heat is on for high conductivity
quality pressure rings

Pressure rings don't just apply pressure to the contact shoes on
electrodes, they operate in temperatures of up to 2 800°C, creating
safety challenges that companies can do without.

A

ccording to Metix technology equipment director Jacques Venter, the
Metix solution is high conductivity
forged copper and silver alloy pressure rings, which are highly successful at
withstanding and adverse conditions in the
heart of a furnace. "Pressure rings are our
most important piece of technology equipment and key components of the furnace,"
he explains. "They have traditionally been
troublesome during the operation of an
electric submerged arc furnace, using the
Soderburg type of electrode.
"This type of furnace requires that the
electrodes are supported at the lowest possible point, placing the pressure ring precariously close to the extremely hot plasma jets
blowing up the side of electrodes. However,

the Metix design is proving to be a winner
for furnace operators, with 14 furnaces
currently running on Metix pressure rings in
South Africa."
Venter says furnaces operate 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, and a few hours of
downtime quickly add up to millions of rands
in lost production. "When a pressure ring
fails, it causes water to leak into the furnace,
which is extremely dangerous and can cause
a furnace to erupt violently."
A furnace is typically fitted with safety
instruments that detect these leaks and is normally automatically switched out to make the
needed repairs. Depending on the design of
the pressure ring, this can take up to 24 hours
to effect, with personnel constantly working
in potentially-dangerous conditions. In view of

Trial assembly of forged pressure rings and heat shields during inspections in China.
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Metix technology equipment director Jacques
Venter.

this, the Metix design is focused on ease of
fitment and removal, requiring only a hammer,
crowbar and lifting equipment to fit or remove
the pressure ring. This reduces downtime to
as little as an hour in most cases.

With the taller pressure rings, the insulation between the shields and
pressure rings will never be exposed to the heat in the furnace.
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"Metix has successfully replaced exist
ing pressure rings within a single eighthour
shift," Venter says. "T his is encouraging to
companies like Xstrata  currently our biggest
client, with nine of its 20 furnaces currently
either running on our pressure rings or wait
ing to be fitted with ordered units."
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Proudly South African
"The pressure rings are proudly Metix and
proudly South African, having been designed
inhouse by an exceptional team," he says,
adding that the design is covered by three
international patents: the material of con
struction, the joining Cclamp mechanism,
and the lower tip seal. T his seal has great
advances for future power generation ap
plications where it improves the CO gas
quality on closed furnaces, ensuring that
more gas is available at a better quality for
power generation.
"Troublesome pressure rings are now a
thing of the past. T he Metix design uses a
high conductivity copper silver alloy, which
gives more than six times the resistance
to copper creep, while still maintaining an
extremely high conductivity," Venter states.
"This is mainly due to the fact that silver is
less of a contaminant to copper than oxygen.
Our conductivities are above 96% IACS and
averaging 98%, better than most pure cop
per castings."
"The superb design offers major positives
for Xstrata," Grobler adds, "ensuring practical
solutions using basic principals, coupled with
high engineering tolerances."
Metix has the ability to fit the largest
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And Xstrata works engineering manager
Hennie Grobler agrees: "Failures from the
previous pressure rings due to cracks and
the bending open of the skirts, exposed and
stressed the expansion bellows. T he Metix
pressure rings have offered a solution; they
are also easy to assemble and disassemble,
and we are experiencing better baking of the
electrodes.
"Xstrata requires a reliable operation
that is not interrupted by water leaks and
downtime to repair them. We believe that
with the new pressure rings, the risk of water
in the furnace is minimised, thereby making
our operation far safer," he says.
Venter says Xstrata isn't the only happy
client. "All of Hernic's ferrochrome furnaces
are running on Metix equipment, including
the largest ferrochrome smelter in South
Africa rated at 78 MVA. Other clients include
Rand Carbide, with two ferrosilicon furnaces
operating on Metix equipment."
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Site installation at Lion Ferrochrome in February 2008.

bellows in the industry, according to Venter.
"We currently have bellows of 600 mm in
diameter in operation, which means that our
lower electrodes can operate without the need
for bolster pumps required for other systems.
We have recently added the optional supply
of solid copper heat shields, each of which
can be removed and replaced for maintenance
of equipment within only 30 minutes, a task
that traditionally would have taken hours," he
says. "Perfectly round and cylindrical, the heat
shields facilitate the highly improved sealing
of the furnace at roof level, again resulting
in the enhancement of gas quality for power
generation and also keeping the flames off the
other equipment on the furnace roof."

Safety first
As Metix continues to develop innovative
solutions, its core focus remains safety
 a concept that is key to the success of its
products and services.

"From design through to construction,
commissioning, maintenance and compo
nent replacement, Metix is constantly aware
of every safety factor that can be incorporated
into the process," confirms marketing direc
tor Pat Davies. "Safety regulations within our
own processes, as well as from our clients
and governments, are stringent. Besides a
thorough knowledge of and compliance with
these requirements, we are always looking
for areas that can be improved upon.
The company's constant review of safety
issues and successes saw 2million injury
free hours on an Xstrata turnkey project in
2007, and a further 1million injury free
hours on the Tata project at Richards Bay.
"Our first 1million incidentfree hours
came in 2006 with the Hemic ferrochrome
project," Davies says, adding that there were
over 500 construction employees on site,
making this a feat that Metix is particularly
proud of. □

Inspection and pressure testing of forged pressure rings.

